CUSTOMER: Wuhan Iron & Steel
LOCATION: Wuhan, China

BACKGROUND: This facility knew it had very inefficient steam and condensate systems and felt it did not have the on-site expertise to determine the area of inefficiencies nor how to prioritize and manage the work. Armstrong International addressed these needs by discovering the areas of inefficiency, justifying the work on an economic basis, and then performing the work on a turnkey contract.

SCOPE OF WORK: Armstrong re-engineered and optimized the steam system flow to achieve maximum recovery of flash steam in the Refined Benzene Unit and Rough Benzene Unit with two newly added flash systems.

Armstrong also implemented the following upgrade projects:

- Optimized the hot water supply system for the gang shower room in No. 2 Recovery Shop. Installed industry-advanced instantaneous water heaters to provide hot water instead of direct steam heating the water which provided significant energy savings and met National sanitary codes for hot water supply.
- Installed high-precision steam flow meters to help improve steam system management.
- Re-engineered and optimized the steam trapping system to achieve maximum use of steam heat value, minimize steam leak loss, reduce steam system pressure loss, and ensure long-term efficient and reliable operation of the system while meeting the system requirements for condensate recovery and flash system recovery & re-use, as well as the heat exchange process requirements.

BENEFITS: Wuhan Iron & Steel recognized savings up to $302,000 per year since installation and ROI within two years. Overall, the facility saves 41,000 tons of steam annually.